
KRACK Wireless Vulnerability
Introduction
The majority of wireless networks utilise a security protocol named WPA2 to secure access to and the
confidentiality of data traversing them, an actor able to circumvent WPA2 could potentially:

• Decrypt information traversing WPA2 protected wireless networks.
• Join WPA protected networks.

KRACK (Key Reinstallation Attack)
A weakness in WPA2 has been discovered by a Belgian security researcher (Mathy Vanhoef). This
facilitates an attack known as KRACK which effectively makes the encryption provided by WPA2 useless.
An actor capable of undertaking this type of attack against vulnerable systems will likely be able to:

• Eavesdrop data traversing the wireless network, such as user names and passwords provided to
website logins. Any information that is communicated over the wireless network which is protected by
HTTPS (encrypted web traffic) or other additional encryption (e.g. not just that provided by WPA2) will
remain encrypted if .

• Alter data received by users over the wireless network. For example the actor could insert malware
(viruses, ransomware etc) into web pages a user is browsing.

Impact and Likelihood
A threat actor needs to be in range of both the
targeted network and a client device attached to
the network e.g. they would likely need to be on-site.

The proof of concept for KRACK was publicly released
on 16th October ‘17. It is only a matter of time before
highly automated attack tools are developed and
released to the public. We judge the probable impact
of a successful attack as high but this depends upon
the local configuration of the network and client
devices.

Action
• Ensure all wireless client devices and wireless network infrastructure (e.g. routers etc) are updated

with KRACK patches. This includes devices such as phones, laptops, tablets, clinical devices, wireless
printers etc.

• Ensure WPA2 networks that have access to the wider corporate LAN are monitored for the presence of
rogue access points which mimic your own network name.

• Ensure staff are aware that they need to update their personal devices and home routers.

Further Information
This is a summary paper for non-technical readers, for further information contact:
Email: Gary.Colman@nhs.net | Web: www.tian.org.uk
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